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DEDICATED TO MY PARENTS 
The theory of structural stability for diffeomorphisms [flows] of com- 
pact manifolds is now quite well understood, and in the present paper we 
try to outline a corresponding theory for maps [semiflows] of Banach 
manifolds. The motivation comes from a geometric study of evolution 
equations (parabolic PDEs, etc.), where the main new feature is “irre- 
versibility.” It turns out, however, that only the “reversible” part should be 
taken into account, i.e., only the global (bi-infinite) sequences [solutions] 
should be compared. The corresponding stability concept, called “inoerse 
limit stability,” has been considered by R. MaiiC and C. Pugh [6] and 
F. Przytycki [ll, 121 in connection with nonsingular maps of compact 
manifolds. Here, we allow singularities, and use a slightly different 
approach. Given a Banach manifold X, we make X”[X”] into a metric 
space, and translate properties of maps [semiflows], such as hyperbolicity, 
expansiveness, etc., to their corresponding lifts to XHIXIW]. On the set of 
global sequences [solutions] these lifts act as shifts and are homeomor- 
phisms. 
The paper is an improved version of [14-163, and consists of three 
sections. In Section I we consider the discrete case of maps, in Section II 
the continuous case of semiflows, and Section III contains applications to 
evolution equations. 
Throughout, we assume that X is a Banach manifold, i.e., a connected, 
boundaryless (Y-manifold modeled on a Banach space. Moreover, X is 
equipped with a complete Riemannian structure, and d is the correspond- 
ing natural metric on X. An equivalent bounded metric on X is given by 
d’(x, y) = 
d(x, Y) 
1 + d(x, y) 
for x, ye X 
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I. DISCRETE CASE 
1. Inverse Limit Stability for Maps 
Let 
End’(X) 
be the class of all C-maps of X, r > 0, and 
sup{d(D’j(x), D’g(x))(xEXand iE (0, . . . . r}} for f, g E End’(X) 
a corresponding quasimetric. (A quasimetric is a metric, where the value cc) 
is allowed.) 
With X” we denote the class of all functions from E to X, and with 
S,: X” -+ X” the j-shif on X” for jE Z, i.e., 
Sj(V)=V(‘+ j) for VEX” and jEZ. 
We observe that any map f: X + X induces a map f: X” + X” through 
704 =fv for L~EX~, 
which we call the lift off to X”. 
Given an o-invariant set 1(S) for a map f; i.e., f [Z( f )] E I(f), we define 
Irn= {vErtf)ZI~(v)=SI(v)), 
that is, the set of all global sequences off with values in 1( f ), and 
S(7)= {v~mm=w)} 
that is the set of ail global sequence off: Moreover, we set 
A(f)= n f”cX]. 
II20 
To be able to compare global solutions, we choose 
d(v, w) = sup e-l” #(v(i), HI(i)) 
ieZ 
as a metric on X”, which induces the topology of pointwise convergence, 
i.e., global sequences are close if they are close at finitely many times. (In 
the case that X is not compact, it would be more satisfying to use an 
unbounded metric for this topology. It is known that such a metric exists). 
In order to illustrate the advantage of working on X”, let us consider 
the unit circle map taking z into z*. This map is not one-to-one, but 
structurally stable as an expanding map. Since the closure of its set of 
periodic points is equal to the circle, it follows that, even generically on 
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compact manifolds, Cl-maps cannot by one-to-one on any set larger than 
that of the periodic points. 
On X” the situation is different. 
Let pi: X” + X, je Z, denote the jth projection. 
PREPOSITION 1.1. If f is a C’-map of X, r 2 0, then 
(i) S,: X”+X ’ is a homeomorphism for every je Z. 
(ii) 7: S(T) --, S(f) is a homeomorphism. 
(iii) The following diagram 
S(3) 2 S(3) 
PII I” 
A(f) ./ A(f) 
commutes for all je Z and p,[S(3)] = A( f ). 
Proof: The proof is not difficult and will be omitted. 1 
It follows that f is always bijective on S(3), and we will restrict our 
attention to this set, because only the global sequences eem to play a 
significant role in the dynamics of maps. More philosophically speaking, 
we might say: 
Even in the irreversible case of maps, only the reversible part is important. 
We notice that X” with the topology of pointwise convergence may not 
be a manifold (in the usual sense). However, we can define tangent spaces 
and tangent maps as follows. 
For v E X” and an o-invariant set I(f) for a C’-map f of X, r 3 1, we set 




Moreover, we define T,f: T,X’ --) TT(,,X” through 
TJIw) = Y T,(i,f(w(i)), 
i= -x 
and T3: T,;-7, X’ -+ T,z,X” through 
rfw) = +g Tf(w(i)). 
i = ~~ .x
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As a quasinorm on T,, X’ we choose 
lIuI( = sup e-l” (u(i)1 for UEXL, 
ieZ 
where 1. ( is the norm on T,,;,X for every i E Z. We allow the value cc, 
because the growth of linear maps is slower than exponential. If we would 
use a bounded metric, we would have to change the definitions of contrac- 
tions, hyperbolicity, etc. (Again, we would like to use an unbounded metric 
for the topology of pointwise convergence.) 
Next we observe that there exists a close relationship betweenfon A(f) 
and .f on S(7). 
We set 
Fix(f)= fx~XJf(x)=x}, 
that is, the set of all fixed points off, and 
Per(f) = {XE XI there exists an n > 0 with f”(x) =x}, 
that is, the set of all periodic points ofJ 
Similar definitions can be given for f: and we will call the elements 
of Fix(y) equilibrium sequences of L and the elements of Per(f) n S(f) 
periodic sequences of jI 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let f be a C’-map of X, r 2 0. Then 
(i) pj: Per(T) n S(j‘) + Per(f) is bijectiue for every je Z. 
(ii) pi: Fix(J) + Fix(f) is bijectiue for every Jo Z. 
(iii) Tis a C’-map of X’. 
(iv) S(3) is closed in X’. 
(v) If X is compact, then S(f) is compact. 
Proof. We only show (i) and (iv), because (ii) is similar to (i), the 
C’-property ofTis immediate in the pointwise topology (see the preceding 
definitions of tangent maps), and (v) follows from (iv) and Tychonov’s 
theorem. 
(i) Let Jo Z and u E Per(T) n S(f), i.e., there exists an n > 0 with 
f”(u) = u. This implies that f”( u( i )) = u( i ) for every i E Z, and, in particular, 
that f”(u(j)) = u(j). Hence, the range of pj is contained in Per(f ). Clearly, 
pj is onto. To see that it is also one-to-one, let u, w E Per(f) n S(f) with 
u # IV. Thus, there exists an ie Z with u(i) # w(i). Now suppose that 




Let k > 0 with i + kmn > j and set p = i + kmn - j > 0. It follows that 
fP(u(j))=v(i+kmn)#w(i+kmn)=fP(w(j)), 
which is a contradiction. 
(iv) Let VE X’\S(T), i.e., there is an ieZ with f(o(i))#o(i+ 1). 
Thus, by continuity off, there exists an E,-neighborhood U of v(i) in X and 
an &,-neighborhood V of u(i + 1) in X such that f[ (I] n V= 0. Setting 
E= min(e-“Is,, e-l’+ L1~2}, it follows that p;‘[ U] n pz:+‘,[ V] is an 
E-neighborhood of u in X”, which does not meet S(f). 1 
A very useful property of S(f) is its upper semicontinuity (compare 
J. Hale et al. [3]). 
In the case that X is compact we give here a proof, which is based on 
a very nice result of R. Anderson [ 11 in nonstandard analysis, namely his 
“almost-near theorem.” Actually, we only need the following corollary. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let (M, p) be a compact metric space and f: A4 + M 
continuous. For euery E >O there exists a 6 > 0 such that if XE h4 with 
p(f(x), x) < 6, then rhere exists a ye A4 with p(x, y) < E andf( y) = y (i.e., 
a point which is almost a fixed point is near a fixed point). 
Proof. See [ 11. 1 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let X be compact and f a C’-map of X, r 2 0. Then 
S(3) is upper semicontinuous, i.e., for every neighborhood U of S(3) in XH 
there exists a neighborhood V off in End’(X) such that S(g) E U for euery 
g E V (i.e., if g is close to A then S( 2) is close to s(f)). 
Proof: Let E > 0 and suppose that U is an &-neighborhood of S(f) in 
X”. Since S- If is continuous on the compact metric space X’, we can 
apply Proposition 1.3. Thus, there exists a 6 > 0 such that for w E X’ with 
z(S-,f(~), w)c6 there is a VEX” with a(~, W)<E and a(%,3(v), u)=O, 
i.e., c’ E S(3). Choosing a G/e-neighborhood V off in End’(X), it follows 
that 
supfd’(f(x)), g(x) Ix~x) ,gv 
thus 
&3w S,(w)) < ;, 
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and hence 
a(s-J(w), w) < 6. 1 
Let us now introduce a conjugacy between maps. As in [6, 11, 121 we 
will say that two C-maps f and g of X, r 2 0, are inverse limit conjugate if 
there exists a homeomorphism H: S(T) -+ S(g) such that Hy= gH on 
S(y). A C’-map f of X, r > 1, is called C-inverse limit stable if there exists 
a C’-neighborhood U off in End’(X) such that for every ge U the maps 
f and g are inverse limit conjugate. 
We first want to show that the concept of inverse limit stability for 
maps is a natural extension of the concept of structural stability for 
diffeomorphisms, i.e., for diffeomorphisms both concepts coincide. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let f, g be Cr-diffeomorphisms of X, r 20. (A Co- 
diffeomorphism is a homeomorphism.) Then there exists a homeomorphism 
h: X + X with hf = gh zf and only if there exists a homeomorphism 
H: S(y) -+ S(g) with HT= gH on S(y). 
ProoJ: If h: X-+ X is a commuting homeomorphism for f and g, then 
H: S(T) + S(g), the map taking v into hv, is a commuting 
homeomorphism for 7 and S on S(f). Conversely, if H: S(f) + S(g) is a 
commuting homeomorphism for 7 and 2 on S(f), then h = pal S(g) Hpol s($, 
is a commuting homeomorphism for f and g. 1 
The same argument shows that if f is one-to-one on A(f) (and hence 
bijective), and if f and g are inverse limit conjugate, then there exists a 
continuous, onto map h: A(f) + A(g) such that hf = gh on A(f ). 
Finally, we will prove that inverse limit stability preserves equilibrium 
sequence, periodic sequences, as well as the asymptotic behavior of global 
sequences. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let J g be C-maps of X, r 2 0, and suppose that 
H: s(f) + S(2) is a homeomorphism with HjF = gH on S(3). Then : 
(i) There exists a homeomorphism h: Per(f) -+ Per(g) wiith hf = gh 
on Per(f). 
(ii) There exists a homeomorphism h: Fix(f) + Fix(g) with hf = gh 
on Fix(f). 
(iii) HP = g”H on S(3) for afl n E Z. 
Proof. We only show (i), because (ii) is similar to (i), and (iii) is clear. 
(i) Since f and g are bijective on Per(f) and Per(g), respectively, it 
follows that pal Per(d)n S(g)H~ol Pe& sc~,: Per(f) + Per(g) is a commuting 
homeomorphism for f and g on Per(f ). 1 
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As in [ 123 we define stable and unstable sets off at v E S(f) through 
and for an o-invariant set Z(f) for f we set 
We will also need the following two technical lemmas. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let f, g be C-maps of X, I 2 0. If there exists a map 
H: S(y) + X” making the following diagram commute 
then there exists an “adjusted” map fi: S(y) + X’ giuen by p,H(u) = 
p0 HS,( v) for all u E S(J) and j E Z, which also commutes the above diagram 
and satisfies fi[S(f)] E S(g).’ 
Proof This follows from the commutativity of the diagram: 








~oCfW(~)l g. P~CHCS~~~~~ . 
LEMMA 1.2. Let H and I? be as in the aboue lemma. 
(i) If H is continuous, then so is I?. 
(ii) If H is close to the identity of X ‘, then so is l?. 
Proof. (i) Let H be continuous and suppose 
u, + u in S(T). 
’ I am thankful to 2. Nitecki for his adjustment. 
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To see that 
A(u,) -+ A(o) in X”, 
it suffkes to show that 
PjAtun) + PjAtu) in X for all j~i?, 
or equivalently that 
POHsjtOn) + POHsj(u) in X for all jEZ. 
But this is clear, since the maps S, are continuous for all jE Z. 
(ii) Let p>O (small) and suppose that 
sup e-l” d’(pi(u), p,H(u)) < p 
ieL 
for all u E S(y). 
We want to show that 
supe+‘d’(p,(u), p,A(u))<p for all u E S(T). 
jei? 
But, since with u E S(y), also Sj(u) E S(f) for jE Z, we have that 
sup e-l” d’(p;S,(u), piHSj(u)) < p forall ups and jEZ, 
isZ 
and hence that 
d'(Pj(")v POHsj(u))<P 
2. Hyperbolic Linear Maps 
for all u E S(T) and jE Z. 1 
Let (E, 1.1) be a Banach space, or more generally a complete quasi- 
normed linear space. 
On EE we use the quasinorm 
Ilull = sup e-Ii’ Jo(i)1 for UE E’. 
icL 
We will say that a continuous linear map L of E is hyperbolic if the 
spectrum of L does not meet the unit circle. In this case there exists a 
splitting of E into Es@ E”, where E”, E” are closed in E and o-invariant 
for L, and there are constants c > 0 and 0 < p < 1, and an equivalent quasi- 
norm 1. I on E such that 
I L”xl < cp” lx1 for all XE E” and n>O, 
IL”xl ~CP1/.PIXI forall XEE” and n>,O. 
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We set L,=LIES, L,=LIEU, and a=max{IL,l, IL;‘/}, which is called 
the skewness of L. 
LEMMA 2.1. (i) If f: E --) E is Lipschitz, then 7: E” + E” is Lipschitz 
with lip(T) < lip( f ). 
(ii) Zff: E + E is bounded by p > 0, thenT E” + E’ is bounded by p. 
(iii) Zf L : E + E is hyperbolic, then 2:: E” -+ EB is hyperbolic. In 
particular, z leaves the splitting ES’@ EuL invariant. 
ProojI We only show (i) and (ii), because (iii) is clear from (i). 
(i) Let v, WEE”. Then 




(ii) Let ~1 E E”. Then 
11.7~v)ll = ;yr e-l” If(44)l 
52 n sup e-t” 
isL 
= n. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Zf L : E + E is hyperbolic with skewness a, and 
f: E + E is Lipschitz with lip(f) < 1 - a, then L + f has a unique fixed point. 
ProoJ: The hyperbolicity of L implies that id -L is an automorphism 
of E. Moreover, the fixed point set L + f is equal to that of (id - L) ~ IJ 
which is a contraction. 1 
For a topological space A we define 
C;(A, X”)= {f: A+X”l f is continuous and bounded}, 
and choose 
IIJ’II~=~~P~II~(~)~~ I UEA} for FE Cz(A, X’) 
as a corresponding norm. 
We can now prove the “inverse limit persistence” of hyperbolic maps, 
extending results of J. Montgomery [7], J. Palis [lo], and C. Pugh [ 131). 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let L : E + E be hyperbolic with skewness a and f: E -+ E 
Lipschitz with lip(f) -C 1 - a and bounded. Then L and L + f are inverse limit 
conjugate. In particular, both maps have homeomorphic sets of global 
sequences. 
Proof: Suppose that f,, fi: E --) E are Lipschitz with lip(f,), lip(f,) < 
1 - a and bounded. As in [4, p. 1141 of M. Irwin, we will show that there 
exists a unique map GE Cx(S(z + fl), Xz) such that 
(id + G)(I? +z) = (z +fr)(id + G) on S(E+fl), (1) 
where id denotes the identity of X”, and id + G is a homeomorphism. 
Equation (1) is equivalent to 
and since (I+ f r ) ~’ is sntinuous on S(z + f, ), we can define two maps 




Equation (2) is then equivalent to 
(cY++)(G)=G, 
where 9 is hyperbolic with skewness a, and Cz(S(z + fi), Xz) splits into 
C@(E+X), x”)=c;(s(z+jy), xs”)oc~(s(E+j$, A?“). 
Moreover, 9 is Lipschitz with a constant less than 1 -a, and hence 
Y + 9 has a unique fixed point G. 
To see that the range of id + G is contained in S(,? +x), we use 
Lemma2 1.1 and 1.2. They show that th_e range id + G is contained in 
S(E + fi), where C? satisfies (1) on S(l + f, ), and that G is continuous and 
bounded. Uniqueness then implies that G = 6. 
Reversing the roles of f, and fi, we obtain a unique map G’ E 
Ct(S(z + f:), X”) such that 
(id+G’)(E+z)=(E+x)(id+G’) on S(Z+X), (3) 
and it follows as above that the range of id + G’ is contained in s(Z + fl). 
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Equations ( 1) and (3) imply that 
(id + G’)(id + G)(E +f?) 
=(id+G’)(E+x)(id+G) 
= (2 +x)(id + G’)(id + G) on S(E +A). 
We then see that 
(id + G’)(id + G) = id + (G+ G’(id + G)) on S(L + jy,, 
and since G + G’(id + G) is continuous and bounded, it follows from 
uniqueness that 
(id + G’)(id + G) = id on S(Z+f7), 
and analogously that 
(id + G)(id + G’) = id on S( L + f;). 
Using the continuity of G and G’, this shows that id + G is a 
homeomorphism. 1 
As a corollary, we obtain that the stable and unstable sets of L +f at its 
unique equilibrium sequence have the structure of topological manifolds 
which are “tangent to” X”’ n S(E) and X”’ n ,S(E), respectively. 
3. Anosov Maps 
We now turn to the more general situation of hyperbolic invariant sets 
for maps. As in [6, 1 l] we will say that a C’-map f of X, Y 2 1, has a 
(weak) hyperbolic structure for an o-invariant set I(f) if there exists a con- . . tinuous sphttmg of T,F, X” into a direct sum E’ $ E”, where E”, E” are 
w-invariant for Ty, and there are constants c > 0 and 0 <p < 1, and an 
equivalent quasmorm I( . II on T1;7, XL such that 
II T?Wll G w” Ilull for all UEE~ and n20, 
IlT?Wll ~c-‘P~~II~I forall VEE” and n20. 
The definition of a (weak) hyperbolic structure does nor imply a 
continuous splitting of T,,f, X, because only the global sequences are taken 
into consideration. 
In the case that f has a (weak) hyperbolic structure for A(f) and A(f) 
is compact, we call f an Anosov map. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let f be a C’-map of X, r >0,~d I(f) an o-invariant set 
forf: Zf n,.,f”[Z(f)] is compact in X, then Z(f) is compact in X’. 
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Proof This follows from Tychonov’s theorem and Proposition 
1.2(iv). 1 
Given a C’-map f of X, r > 0, and an w-invariant subset I(f) for J we 
say that f is expansive on I(f) if there exists a constant E > 0 such that if 
u, w E IT) with z(fn(u), f”(b~)) < E for all n E Z, then u = u’. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let f be a C’-map of X, r 2 0, and I(f) an o-invariant 
subset for f If f has a (weak) hyperbolic structure for Z( f ), then f is expan- 
sive on I( f ). 
Proof See [6, p. 1771. 1 
We will now prove the inverse limit stability of compact (weak) hyper- 
bolic invariant sets. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let f be a Cl-map of X and I(f) an w-invariant set for f: 
Suppose that f has a (weak) hyperbolic structure for I(f) and that 
n, 2 0 f”[I( f )] is compact in X. Then there exists a C l-neighborhood U of 
f in End’(X) such that for all g E U there iszco-inn&ant set J(g) for g 
such that there exists a homeomorphism H: I(f) -+ J(g) with HJ= gH on 
IF). By choosing the neighborhood U sufficiently small we can get H 
arbitrarily close to the identity. Subject to this restriction, the conjugacy is 
unique. 
- 
Proof Let Cz(l(j‘), T,T,X”) denote the class of all continuous, 
bounded functions from g) to T,T,X”, equipped with the norm 
We first want to show that there exists a continuous map H: IT) + X” 
such that 
HT= gH on *). (4) 
Setting H = exp( V), where exp is an exponential map and 
VE C:(g), T,T,X”), we can rewrite Eq. (4) in components as 
or equivalently as 
expup1(g(exp7-+,( W-‘(u))))) = v(u). (5) 
505;79.2-10 
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In order to solve this last equation, we use the same approach as in the 
proof of Theorem 2.1, and define two maps 9’ and 9 of C:(z), T,;-i,Xz) 
through 
and 
Equation (5) is then equivalent to 
C(Y + 9)( VI(o) = Vu), (6) 
and Y is hyperbolic with a splitting of C:(q), T,?,Xz) into 
cm,, ~;+-“) = cm,, E’)O cm,, E”), 
where T,+Y” = E” @ E” is a hyperbolic splitting of T,zjXz for J 
Moreover, 9 is Lipschitz with a constant that can be made arbi- 
trarily small by choosing g sutkiently close to f, because for 
V, , V2 E C:(q), 7’,7,X”) and u E 17) we have 
IIC~(~,)I(u)- C~(~dl(uH 
= llexpc’(g(exp~~~l,,,( v,P’(L~))))) - ~J-vJI v,(f-‘(u))) 
- (exp,‘(~(exp7-l,,,(V2(f~‘(u)))))- rr-l,,,f(V2(~-‘(u))))ll 
= Il(exp;’ E evf--+, - T7-b,J)( v,(Jp’(u))) 
- (expt:’ E evf-It,.) - +,,,f)( ~2(7-‘(u)))ll 
d llexpL:’ d evpc,, - TpcujJLII L II ~,P’(u))- v2F’(u))ll 
G Ilew: fZexp~-l,,,- Tplfu,JIIL II v, - v211b, 
where 11. /IL denotes the operator norm. Thus, there exists a unique fixed 
point V of (6), and H = exp( V) solves (4). 
Using the expansiveness off on Z(f ), we obtain that H is one-to-one, 
provided the CO-distance of H from the inclusion map I: g) + X’ is less 
than is. Namely, let u, w E u) and suppose that H(u) = H(w). Then 
Hj74 = Mu) 
= gH( w) 
= HT( ~~1, 
’ I am thankful to the referee for this approach. 
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which implies 
=& 
for all n E Z, and hence v = ~1. Since Iv) is compact in X”, it follows that 
H: IT) -+ H [IT)] is a homeomorphism. To see that the range of H is 
contained in S(g), we use again Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2. They show that the 
“adjusted” map fi also commutes f and 2 on I(f) and satisfies 
fi[ZT)] c S( 2). Uniqueness then implies that H= I?. We therefore may 
choose J(g) = ~oCHC~~l 1. I 
It is not difficult to see that g has a (weak) hyperbolic structure for J(g), 
because the class of hyperbolic linear maps of a Banach space E is open in 
the class of all continuous linear maps of E. Moreover, if I(f) is equal to 
A(f), i.e., f(f) is the maximal compact invariant set for f, then the range 
of the above conjugacy is equal to S( 2). 
This leads to the following theorem, extending results of D. Anosov [2], 
R. Mar% and C. Pugh [6], and F. Przytycki [ll]. 
THEOREM 3.2. Anosov maps of X are C’-inverse limit stable and form an 
open subset in End’(X). 
4. Axiom A Maps 
In this segment we formulate a few conjectures about global stability 
results for maps. 
Given a C’-map f of X, r 2 0, we set 
Q(f)= {XEXlf or every neighborhood U of x in X there 
existsann>Osuchthatf”[U]nU#@}, 
that is, the set of all nonwandering points off: 
If f has a (weak) hyperbolic structure for Q( f ), it should be possible to 
give WY(v) and q(v) for t)eQTf) the structure of “manifolds”, and to 
define a concept of “transversal intersection.” 
Moreover, there should exist a spectral decomposition of Q(f) into 
finitely many closed, w-invariant sets forf, i.e., 
Q(f)=Q,(f)u “. “Q,(f), r > 0, 
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where Q,(f) n Qi(f) = 0 for i # j, and f is transitioe on each Qi( f ), i.e., 
there exists an x E Q,(f) such that {p(x) 1 n 2 0} = Q,(f ). Those sets are 
called basic sets. 
We say that f has a cycle if there exists a sequence of distinct basic sets 
Q,(f )v -., Q,(f) with Q,(f )=QJf) and w;(Q,(f ))n wjXQ,+,(f )) Z 0 
for O<k<n-- 1. 
Furthermore, we say that f satisfies Axiom A if: 
(1) f has a (weak) hyperbolic structure for S(f ). 
(2) Per(f) = a(f ). 
The following conjectures are extensions of results for diffeomorphisms 
by J. Robbin [17], C. Robinson [18], J. Palis [9], and S. Smale [19, 203. 
Conjecture 4.1. The following three conditions are necessary and 
sufftcient for a C’-map f of X, r 2 1, to be C’-inverse limit stable: 
(1) f satisfies Axiom A. 
(2) w;(u) iii w;(w) f or all 0, w E QTf) (transversal intersection). 
(3) S(y) is compact in X”. 
A C’-map f of X, r > 1, is called a Morse-Smale map if assumptions 
( 1 b(3) in the above conjecture are satisfied and Q(f) is finite. 
The following conjecture is a corollary of Conjecture 4.1. 
Conjecture 4.2. Morse-Smale maps of X are C’-inverse limit stable. 
A similar result has been proven by W. Oliva in [8] (see also [3]). 
Finally, we will say that a C’-map f of X, r 2 1, is C’-B-inoerse limit 
stable if there exists a C’-neighborhood U off in End’(X) such that for 
every g E U there is a homeomorphism Z-I: Q(f) + Q(g) with HT = 2Z-I on 
rn). 
Conjecture 4.3. The following three conditions are necessary and 
sufficient for a C’-map f of X, r 2 1, to be C’-Q-inverse limit stable :
(1) f satisfies Axiom A. 
(2) f has no cycles. 
(3) i22(f) is compact in X’. 
A similar result has been proven by F. Przytycki in [12]. 
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II. CONTINUOUS CASE 
5. Inverse Limit Stability for Semiflows 
A C’semiflow of X, r 20, is a one-parameter family of C’-maps 
{F(t):X+XIt>O} such that 
(1) F(s+t)=F(s)F(t) for all s, tB0, 
(2) F(0) is the identity of X, 
(3) F(.)(x): [0, co[ +X is continuous for every xE X. 
The class of all C’-semiflows of X, r >/ 0, will be denoted by 
Sem’( X), 
and equipped with the quasimetric 
sup{d(D’F(t)(x)-D’G(t)(x))(I tE[O, l]andx~Xandi~{O,...,r}} 
for F( t ), G(t) E Sem’( X). 
With X” we denote the class of all functions from R to X, and with 
S, : Xw + X” the t-shift of X” for t E R, i.e., 
S,(v) = u(. + t) for every o~X” and te R. 
A map f: X + X induces again a map f: X” + XR through 
7W=fu for UEX’, 
called the lift off to X”. (For simplicity, we use the same notations as in 
the discrete case.) 
Given a C’-semiflow F(t) of X, r > 0, we set F= F(l), and for an 
o-invariant set Z(F) of F(t), i.e., F( t)[Z(F)] s Z(F) for all t > 0, we define 
ZF)= {uEZ(F)WI~)(u)=S,(u)forall t>O}, 
that is, the set of all global solutions of F(t) with values in Z(F), 
s(F)= {uEX" 1 ~)(t))=S,(u)forallt>O}, 
that is, the set of all global solutions of F(t), and 
A(F)= () F(t)CJ4. 
f>O 
Assumption (3) above implies that a global solution v of F(t) is a con- 
tinuous function from R to X. Examples of such solutions are equilibrium 
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solutions, where F( t)v = v for all t > 0, and periodic solutions, where there 
exists an w>O such that F(t+o)v=v for all 120. 
The topology of pointwise convergence on X” is no longer metrizable, 
however, in analogy to the discrete case, we may choose 
supe-If’ d’(v(t), w’(t)) for ~1, WE X” 
reR 
as a metric on X”. 
Once again, the set X’ may fail to be a manifold, and we define tangent 
spaces and tangent maps as follows. 
For v E X’, s 2 0, and an w-invariant set Z(F) for a C’-semiflow F(r) of 
X, r> 1, we set 
and 
Moreover, we define T,, FT) : T, Xw + TF$,(o, X R through 
T,Fy)(w) = y T,,,,F(s)(w(r)), 
I= --m 
TFT)(w) = “x” TF(t)(w(z)). 
As a quasinorm on T,, X R we choose 
sup eP”’ I~‘(t)l for M?E T,X”, 
1cW 
where ( . ( is the norm on T,(,, X for each t E Ii& 
Let us now introduce a conjugacy between semiflows. We will say that 
two C’-semiflows F(t) and G(t) of X, r 20, are inverse limit conjugate if 
there exists a homeomorphism H: S(P) + S(G) which takes the global 
solutions of F(t) onto the global solutions of G(r) and preserves the orien- 
tation in time. This means that there exist nondecreasing automorphisms 
u,: R + R (depending on v) such that FT) H(v)= Gm) H(v) for all 
v E S(P) and t E R. A C’-semiflow F(t) of X, r 2 1, is called C-inverse limit 
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stable if there exists a C-neighborhood U of F(t) in Semr(X) such that for 
every G(t) E U the semiflows F(t) and G(t) are inverse limit conjugate. 
The maps B,: R + R cannor be chosen to be the identity of R (except on 
equilibrium solutions u), because this would preserve periods of periodic 
solutions, but semiflows may differ in this regard, and still have similar 
global solutions. (The nondecreasing automorphisms of R are the linear 
maps t H at, where a is a positive real constant. The only nondecreasing 
automorphism of Z is the identity.) 
The concept of inverse limit stability for semiflows is again a natural 
exxtension of the concept of structural stability for flows, i.e., for flows both 
concepts are the same. Equilibrium solutions, periodic solutions, and the 
asymptotic behavior of global solutions are preserved under this form of 
stability. 
6. Hyperbolic Linear Semiflows 
Let (E, I .I ) be a complete quasinormed linear space. 
On E Iw we choose the quasinorm 
llvll = sup e-l” Iv(t)1 for USE’. 
1EW 
We will say that a continuous linear semiflow L(t) of E is hyperbolic if 
the spectrum of L = L( 1) does not meet the unit circle. In this case the 
spectrum of L(r) does not meet the unit circle for any t > 0. Moreover, this 
is equivalent to saying that L(t) has an exponential dichotomy, i.e., there 
exists a splitting of E into ES@ E” where E”, E” are closed in E and 
o-invariant for L(t), and there are constants c, d, v > 0 and an equivalent 
quasinorm 1. I on E such that 
IL(t)(x)1 <ceC”‘Ixl for all xeES and t>O, 
IL(t)(x)1 2 de”‘Ixl forall XEE~ and t>O. 
We set L,=LIF, L,=LEu, and u=max{lL,l, IL;-‘\}, called the skew- 
ness of L( t ). 
THEOREM 6.1. Let L(t) be a hyperbolic semzjlow of E with skewness a, 
and (L + F)(t) a perturbed semiflow with (L + F)( 1) = L + F, where 
F: E + E is Lipschitz with lip(F) < 1 - a and bounded. Then L(t) und 
(L + F)(t) are inverse limit conjugate. In particular, both semiflows huge 
homeomorphic sets of global solutions. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1 we find a unique homeo- 
morphism H: S(z) + S(n) with 
Hr=(m)H on S(E). 
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It remains to show that 
HL?;j = (m) H on S(E) for all t E OX. 
Let t E R. Then 
(m)(m) HLG = (m)(i) HLm 
= (m) Hm) LF) 
= (E) HLF) L?i, on S(Z), 
and also 
(m) HLm - id 
=(m)-s)HLF)+Ly)(H-id)Lm on S(E). 
This shows that (m) HLm -id is continuous and bounded, so 
that by uniqueness 
H = (-) HLF) on S(t), 
and the proof of the theorem is complete. 1 
7. Anosov Semiflows 
We will say that a C’-semiflow F(t) of X, r 2 1, has a (weak) hyperbolic 
srructure for an o-invariant set Z(F) if there exists a continuous splitting of 
T,p,X” into a direct sum Es@ E”@ E”, where E”, E”, E” are o-invariant 
for TFT;Tfi, and there are constants c, d, v > 0 such that 
II T%ku)ll 6 ce-yrI141 for all VE E’ and t 20, 
II Till 2 de”’ Ilull forall veEU and t20. 
Again, the definition of a (weak) hyperbolic structure does not imply a 
continuous splitting of r,,,, X, because only the global solutions are taken 
into consideration. 
In the case that F(t) has a (weak) hyperbolic structure for A(F) and 
A(F) is compact we call F(r) an Anosov semzflow. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let F(t) be a Cl-semiflow of X and I(F) an o-invariant 
set for F(t). Suppose that F(t) has a (weak) hyperbolic structure for Z(F) 
and that n, a o F( t j[X] is compacr in X. Then there exists a 
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C ‘-neighborhood U of F(t) in Sem ‘( A’) such that for every G(t) E U there is 
an o-invariant set J(G) for G(t) such that there exists a homeomorphism 
H:ZF) + Jq) and nondecreasing automorphisms c(,: R + R (depending 
on u) with H%)(v) = r all v E Zp) and t E IF!. By choosing 
the neighborhood U sufficiently small, we can get the maps H and ~1,. .for 
- 
v E I(F) arbitrarily close to the respective identities. Subject to those restric- 
tion, these maps are unique. 
Proof: Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we find an w-invariant 
set J(G) for G = G( 1) together with a unique homeomorphism 
H: Zp) + JG) and unique nondecreasing automorphisms c(,: 02 + R 
(depending on v) close to the respective identities, such that 
@i-)(v) = Gx) H(v) for all v E IF). 
It remains to show that 
H%)(v) = Gm) H(o) for all v E I@) and t E R. 
Let t E R and u E I@). Then 
/I-,- 
G(d 1)) G(dO) H%hico, 
= m G-J HF$$v) 
= s) HFT) a(v) 
=a)) Hc) FT)(v), 
and 
(a) HFm-id)(v) 
=((m))-5)) HFm+F)(H-id) F-))(v), 
which shows that q)) HFF) is close to the identity. It follows there- 
fore from uniqueness that 
HFT)(v) = m) H(v) 
and the proof is complete. 1 
As in the discrete case we obtain the following corollary. 
THEOREM 7.2. Anosov sem$ows of X are C’-inverse limit stable and 
form an open subset in Semr(X). 
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8. Axiom A SemifIows 
For a C’-semiflow F(r) of X, r 2 0, we set 
Per(F) = {x E X( there exists an o > 0 such that 
F(t+o)(x)=xforallt~O}, 
that is, the set of periodic points of F(r), and 
Q(F)= {XEXlf or every neighborhood U of x in X there 
existsar>OsuchthatF(t)[U]nU#@), 
that is, the set of nonwandering points of F(t). 
Stable and unstable sets of F(f) at v E S(F) are given by 
W;(u) = {WE S(F) 1 116)(v) -F-(w)// e 01, 
and cycles for F(t) can be defined as in Segment 4. 
Moreover, we will say that F(t) satisfies Axiom A if: 
(1) F(r) has a (weak) hyperbolic structure for Q(F). 
(2) Per(F) = Q(F). 
Conjecture 8.1. The following three conditions are necessary and 
sufficient for a C’-semiflow of X, r > 1, to be C’-inverse limit stable: 
(1) F(r) satisfies Axiom A. 
(2) W”,(o) ifi W;(W) for all u, w E QF) (transversal intersection). 
(3) S(F) is compact in X”. 
A C’-semiflow F(t) of X, r > 1, is called a Morse-Smale semifow if 
assumptions (l)-(3) in the above conjecture are satisfied and Q(F) is finite. 
Conjecture 8.2 (Corollary to Conjecture 8.1). Morse-Smale semiflows 
of X are C’-inverse limit stable. 
A C’-semiflow F(t) of X, r > 1, is called C’-Q-inverse limit stable if there 
exists a C’-neighborhood U of F(t) in Semr(X) such that for every 
G(r) E U there is a homeomorphism H: QT) + QiZ(G) and nondecreasing 
automorphisms CL,: R + R (depending on u) with H%)(v) = Cm H(v) 
for all VEQT) and ZEIR. 
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Conjecture 8.3. The following three conditions are necessary and suf- 
ficient for a C’-semiflow F(t) of X, r 2 1, to be C’-Q-inverse limit stable: 
(1) F(r) satisfies Axiom A. 
(2) F(r) has no cycles. 
(3) B(F) is compact in X”. 
III. APPLICATIONS TO EVOLUTION EQUATIONS 
9. Examples 
Let us illustrate our previous results with two examples from the theory 
of evolution equations. 
EXAMPLE 9.1. Given a Banach space E, we consider the initial value 
problem 
ti=Au+f(u) 
40) = uo, ~0~6 
with linear part 
ti=Au 
40) = uo, ~0~6 
where A and f satisfy the following conditions: 
(7) 
(8) 
(i) A is a closed, densely defined linear operator of E which 
generates a Co-semiflow L(t) of E. Moreover, the spectrum of L = L( 1) 
does not meet the unit circle, i.e., L is hyperbolic (say, with skewness 
a< 1). 
(ii) f is Lipschitz with lip(f) < ln( 1 -a) and bounded (for simplicity 
we may assume that f(0) = 0). 
Assumptions (i) and (ii) imply that A + f generates a Co-semiflow 
(L + F)(t) of E with (L + F)( 1) = L + F, where F is Lipschitz with 
lip(F) < 1 - a (compare [4, p. 771). Thus, according to Theorem 6.1, there 
exists a homeomorphism H: S(E) + S(E + F) such that 
HL- = (m) H on S(t) for all PER. 
In particular, Eqs. (7) and (8) have homeomorphic sets of global solutions. 
Also, if the spectrum of L lies inside the unit circle, then the unique 
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equilibrium solution of (7) is “uniformly asymptotically stable with respect 
to the global solutions.” 
The next example is taken from the theory of parabolic partial differen- 
tial equations. 
EXAMPLE 9.2 (Navier-Stokes equations). Let G be a bounded region 
in [w2 with a sufficiently regular boundary, i.e., ilG E Co,‘. The Navier- 
Stokes equations for an incompressible fluid are 
u,+(ugrad)v-rcdv=K-gradp on G, 
div u = 0 on G, (9) 
v=o on 8G, 
where u(x, t) is the velocity vector at point x and time t, and p(x, t) the 
pressure. Moreover, JG K dx is the total outer force acting on the fluid and 
7c the viscosity constant. 
It is known (see E. Zeidler [21]) that Eqs. (9) can be simplified by 
eliminating the incompressibility condition div u = 0 through an orthogonal 
projection in a Hilbert space. This way, pressure p can be eliminated as 
well. It follows thus from [S] of R. Maiie that there exist (weak) hyperbolic 
invariant sets for the generalized nonstationary problem to Eqs. (9). 
Theorem 7.1 then implies that these sets are inverse limit stable, i.e., 
persistent (with respect to the global solutions) under small perturbations 
of (9). 
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